FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
(FAQs) MOVEMENT CONTROL
ORDER MINISTRY OF HIGHER
EDUCATION
A) PUBLIC UNIVERSITIES (UA) AND PRIVATE HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTES (IPTS)

1. How will the students who are unable to return home be managed?
For UA and local IPTS students who are still in their campuses (residential colleges, rental
homes or other private residences), they must REMAIN in those premises and are
FORBIDDEN to return to their hometowns even though they might have already procured
tickets.
International UA and IPTS students are ALLOWED to return to their native country during
this time but are FORBIDDEN to return to Malaysia so long as the Movement Control Order
or any other restriction order enacted by the Government is in force. International students
who are not returning must REMAIN in their respective campus residences (residential
colleges, rental homes or other private residences).
Students have to report to the UA and IPTS management and they are obliged to follow all
orders that are currently enforced. UA and IPTS have to be responsible for the students’
basic needs, safety and welfare for the duration of their stay in the campus.

2. Will services continue to be available in campus?
All services in UA and IPTS are fully closed except for essential services such as water,
electricity, energy, telecommunications, postal service, transportation, broadcasting, financial
services, banking, pharmacy, security, cleaning services, research infrastructure, groceries
and food supplies.
Any food preparation services in UA and IPTS can only be operated via delivery or takeaway.

3. How can we obtain the latest information about the Movement Control Order?
UA and IPTS are recommended to be constantly on the alert for any orders given out by the
authorities from time to time. UA and IPTS can obtain the latest information by browsing the
official Telegram channel of MKN Rasmi (https://t.me/MKNRasmi.)
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